FIBRATIONS IN ETALE HOMOTOPY THEORY
by ERIC M. FRIEDLANDER Let f : X->Y be a map of geometrically pointed, locally noetherian schemes and let A be a locally constant, abelian sheaf on X. We derive the Leray spectral sequence E^==IP(Y, Ry,A) =>H^(X, A) as a direct limit of spectral sequences obtained from the simplicial pairs constituting f^y the etale homotopy type of f. This " simplicial Leray spectral sequence 3? can be naturally compared to the cohomological Serre spectral sequence forf^ and A. We employ this comparison to investigate the map in cohomology induced by the canonical map (Xy)^-^^^)? where f){f^) is the homotopy theoretic fibre of/^ and Xy is the geometric fibre of f.
Of particular interest are the special cases: i) y:X->Y is proper and smooth, and 2) f \ X->Y is the structure map of an algebraic vector bundle minus its zero section. In these cases, H^^A^iraX^A) for any locally constant, abelian sheaf A on X with finite fibre whose order is not divisible by the residue characteristics ofY. With certain hypotheses on the fundamental groups involved, we obtain a long exact sequence of homotopy pro-groups:
. . . ->7T, ,((X;)J^7r,(XJ^7r,(YJ^7r,_,(('5yj^...
where ( ) denotes profinite completion
(c away from the residue characteristics of Y ".
We conclude with a proof of Adams 5 Conjecture concerning the kernel of the J-homomorphism on complex vector bundles over a finite C-W complex [i] . The proof is a completion of a proof sketched by D. Quillen [13] , employing the result that an algebraic vector bundle minus its zero section has completed etale homotopy type equal to a completed sphere fibration.
We caution the reader to remember that throughout this paper, a sheaf F on a the usual adjoint relation between Hom( , ) and categorical products. Observe that Homo(A[7z], U.)==U^ and Homo(sk^_iA[^, U.)=(cosk^U.^ for any U. in A°(Et/X) and integer n>o. If S. is a simplicial set with finitely many non-degenerate simplices, Hom,(S., UJ is representable for any U. in A°(Et/X); for each n> o, Hom^(S., U.) =Homo(A[w]xS., UJ _ x is a finite projective limit of components ofU. occurring in dimensions <_n-{-m^ where m is the maximum of the dimensions of the non-degenerate simplices of S. In particular, since U^->U. is special.
In dimension k>o, we use the notation cc ck^U. is surjective. This follows directly from the hypothesis that U^U, is special and from the fact that M^+i is obtained from M^ by adjoining a simplex to its skeleton.
The following proposition verifies that HoJ^ is a good relativization of HoJx.
Proposition ( Using Lemma (1.3), we conclude that U^-^V^xX is special.
In order to prove that u:' u:
is in Hojp it suffices to prove that U^ ->U^xV^ is special. This is immediate from Lemma (1.3).
Y:
We remark that the range functor r : Jf-^Jy is fibrant, with fibre above V, denoted by Jf.v. (PL VI. 6.1). Let HoJ^y. denote the homotopy category of J^ y. whose homotopy relation is generated by pairs of maps in J^ y^ related by a categorical homotopy We conclude this section by remarking that if a functor 9 : F->G is fibrant, then lim = lim. lim on functors F°-> (Sets).
it ~(t ~F2
.
Fibres of f^.
Having recalled the (< extended homotopy categories we shall study the map I)(/J -> ^(/e't)-Given a locally noetherian scheme U, we denote by 7r(U) the set of connected components of U. If U, in A°(Et/X) is a simplicial scheme over a locally noetherian scheme X, then we denote by 7r(U.) the simplicial set given by ^(UJ^=7r(UJ. Clearly, the association of7i:(UJ to U. is functorial on A°(Et/X) and sends categorical homotopies to simplicial homotopies.
We recall the following <c extended homotopy categories 5? ^o and ^o, pairs? which are geometrically realized as the homotopy category of pointed G-W complexes and the homotopy category of pointed pairs of G-W complexes. Let Ex^ ) denote the left adjoint to the inclusion functor of the full subcategory ofKan complexes in the homotopy category of simplicial sets [10] . Then ^ denotes the category whose objects are pointed simplicial sets S., and whose maps from S. to T. are homotopy equivalence classes of pointed simplicial maps S.-^Ex°°(TJ. The objects ofj^p^g are pointed simplicial maps S,-»-T,; the maps of .^ pairs are equivalence classes of pointed commutative squares S: ---. S.
[ i
Ex°°T -> Ex°°T.
where the equivalence relation is generated by doubly commutative squares connected by a pointed homotopy of pairs.
Definition (2.1). -The etale homotopy type of a locally noetherian, pointed scheme X is the pro-object in pro-Jfo Xet ^ Ho Jx -> ^o induced by the connected component functor.
The etale homotopy type of a pointed map f: X-»-Y of locally noetherian schemes is the pro-object in pro-jf^pairs 
This "fibre resolution functor" therefore induces functors .^o, pairs-^ ^ pairs ^d
PrO-^o, pairs -> PrO-jTo, p,^.
Given a pointed simplicial map /:S.->T., let I)(/)==S.X^ be the pointed T.
fibre over the distinguished point t of T. This definition determines a functor I) : pro-^p^-^pro-jfo.
The following proposition introduces the various fibres associated to/^* 
ls induced by the natural map in pro-^p^g,
To define (Xy)^-^I)(^) in pro-Jfo, we associate to each object U.-^V, in HoL an etale hypercovering of Xy, which we denote by 9(U,->VJ, and a map 7r(<p(U->V))_-^I)_(7.(U->V)).
Given U.->V. in Hojp we let y denote the trivial simplicial sub-object of V, generated by the distinguished component v of Vg. We observe that V^XV->VX'K==U - In order to verify that Up becomes <c arbitrarily fine " for U. in HoJx, we verify the following lemma (asserted in [3] , V, App.). For any m>i, (cosk^_iRf(Z))^ is the fibre product over X of copies of Z indexed by " deg^vC^)), " those co-simplices in the image of vC^)" 1 " 1 under some co-face map. Hence, R^(Z)^-^ (cosk^_iRf(Z))^ is surjective, arising from an injective map of indexing sets deg^v^-^vW 1 -we m^ thus readily check that To check c), observe that the projection map pr^ : Up-^Up factors through any factor Up X Z of Up. Yet the factor corresponding to the identity map in yv p --equals Z, since Up into the factor of R^(Up) corresponding to the identity map is the identity.
Lemma
The following proposition explicates the map on abelian cohomology induced by (Xy)^->I)(/et)* A similar statement can be made for non-abelian finite groups G and integers p==o,i.
Let X be a scheme and let F be an abelian sheaf on the etale site of X. We recall the Verdier isomorphism llm^F(U. Proof, -We recall that ifU. is an etale hypercovering of a scheme Z, if F is a sheaf on the etale site ofZ, and if F-^-I* is an injective resolution of sheaves, then the spectral sequence of the bicomplex I*(U.) can be written E^==:EP(U., j^(F)) => H^Z, F), since U, is acyclic at each geometric point of Z. The association of
inHoJx to U,->V. in Ho Jf induces a map of spectral sequences:
HT he map on abutments is precisely the natural map (R^F^-^H^X^iT). Taking F equal to A, we obtain E^^H^^/J, A) and 'E^H^X^, A); moreover E^-^'E^0 is induced by (Xy)^-^I)(/eJ. The Verdier isomorphism is the edge homomorphism of the 'W^ spectral sequence. If we define I:P(I)(/J, A) -> (R^A)t o be the edge homomorphism of the E^ q spectral sequence, the square
commutes, for any p^>_o. 
The Simplicial Leray Spectral Sequence.
In this section, we study a naturally constructed spectral sequence E^Q^A) associated to a map g : U.->V. ofsimplicial sets and to a local system A on U.. After checking functoriality of this construction and after verifying that E^Q^, A) is the usual Serre spectral sequence whenever g is a Kan fibration, we proceed to identify E^/g^ A) for /: X->Y a (possibly pointed) map of locally noetherian schemes and A a locally constant, abelian sheaf on X. Theorem (3.9) asserts that E^^/^^A) takes the form of the Leray spectral sequence. This <( simplicial Leray spectral sequence 9? is by construction readily compared to the Serre spectral sequence for/, E^^/^, A).
For notational convenience, we shall denote sky_^A[^] by sk(^).
-^V. be a map of simplicial sets and let A be a contravariant local system on U.. We construct a spectral sequence
where V^ denotes skpV. and where .g^V^ denotes V^xU..
•» Namely, let A(UJ be the complex of cochains on U. with values in A. Define a decreasing filtration on A(U.) by F^UJ^ke^AQJ.) -^ A^V^)). We obtain a spectral sequence (E?^,^) with E^F^-^+^UJ/F^-^U.) and d^ : E^-.E^+ 1 the differential ofF^-^UJ/F^U.). Equivalently, d^: E^E^-^ is the differential of ker(AQT%)) -> A^-1^, .^).
Taking cohomology, Ef^HP-^-1^, ,r%-i); A) and ^ : Ef'^EF 1^ is the connecting homomorphism in cohomology for the short exact sequence o^A^-^^^^^-^^^A^-^^^^^-^^.^^A^-^^.^-^^.^-^o.
The following lemma explicates the functoriality of E^^, A) as constructed above.
be a map of simplicial pairs, let A be a (contravariant) local system on U^, and let G*A->A' be a map of local systems on IT. Then G induces a map E^ ^G) : W' ^g, A) -» E^ ^ A'). Let
6^ given together with a map A^A-^pr^A' of local systems on lTxA [i] . Then the induced maps W^^g.A) z^W^^g', A') are equal, beginning with the E^ term. Furthermore, let
be given together with a map VA-^pr^A' of local systems on Ulx A [i] , Then the induced maps W^^g, A) =$ E^^', A') are equal, beginning with the E^ term.
Proof. -To verify the first assertion, we observe that U: U.
and G*A-»-A' induce maps of filtered, graded complexes:
The homotopy h :
. Therefore, the maps
restricts to give homotopies^V^x
Represent an element x of E^' ar (^, A) by a cocycle in
; A) -^ H^^-^,,,?-%-!); A)).
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We must show that
where A, = Aoe,: U^ -» IT X A[i] -^ U.. This follows from the observation that the maps
are homotopic.
The application of Lemma (3.2) which we envisage is the following: A is a locally constant, abelian sheaf on X and /: X-^Y is a map of locally noetherian schemes. We observe that A determines a local system on U.==-n:(UJ, U. in Jx, whenever A is constant on each^component of VQ. Furthermore, if g'->g is a map injp then the local system on IT determined by A is simply the pull-back of the local system on U. determined by A. By an abuse of terminology, we shall denote by A each of these local systems determined by the sheaf A.
In the following proposition we verify that E^ q {g, A) for a Kan fibration g is the cohomological Serre spectral sequence for g and A. We first observe the following useful fact. Let g : U.->V. be a map of simplicial sets and let A be a local system on U.. For each simplex v of V., let
where
is an excision map, we havê
where Vp~ consists in the non-degenerate ^-simplices of V.
Proposition ( , A). We conclude that y^H?^-1^) , A) is a covariant local system on V. (cf. [7] , App. II, (4.6) for more details).
As remarked in Construction (3.1), ^ : Ef'^, A) -> Ef-^'^, A) is the connecting homomorphism for
To identify ^ into some factor H^f-^), A) of The map of spectral sequences W^{f^ A) -. E^^/,^ A) will be our main tool in comparing the cohomology of I)(/;J and t)(/et)- 
g-^^g-^.g-^v)).
Therefore, for any locally constant, abelian sheaf A. on X which is constant on Uo, VL^g-1^) , A) equals H^^), A) and H^-
Proof. -Properties a) and b) serve to define S(y)->V.. The equalitieŝ OT 1^) )^" 1^) and ^{g~l(v),gl {v))={g-l {v),gl {v)) follow immediately from flj and b), and directly imply the equalities H^r^^H^-^A) and
We proceed to analyze E^f/^ A).
Lemma (3.6). -Let X be a scheme and let U.->A[fi?] be a special map in A°(Et/X). Let F be an abelian sheaf on X and let F-^F ^ an injective resolution of sheaves. Then the bicomplex yields the spectral sequence
Ef^= (ker(^F(U.) -> ^F(U.^<_sk(rf))))., => H^-^X, F).
Proo/l -Given a scheme W etale over X, we denote by Z^ the abelian sheaf on X given by Hom(Z^, F)=F(W), for any abelian sheaf F on X. We first verify that (^u./Zu.^sk^^Zx? d), the complex of sheaves which is Z^ in dimension d and o
elsewhere. It suffices to prove that the canonical mapŝ
induces isomorphisms H,(Z^/Zu,_^^)^-> (Zx, rf)^ at every geometric point x of X.
Since U.XA:->A[rf] and U._x_sk(rf) xx-^ sk(a?) are special maps in A 0 (Sets), these are
fibrations with contractible fibre. Therefore, the maps
We observe that ker(P(U.) -> r(U.^sk(rf))) equals Hom(Zu/Zp ^ ^, P). Let S{g) be an " un-normalized " restriction of d^g):
We view 8(^) as the coboundary in H*' 0 cohomology for
where A->I* is an injective resolution of abelian sheaves on X. As checked in Proposition (3.7), the associated E^ spectral sequences of these bicomplexes degenerate in the limit at lim E^3. Therefore, lim8(^)==8 may be viewed as a map on abutments.
Ho Jy^ v.
Since the E^ spectral sequences for F^" 1^) , g' 1^) ) and P^'^y), g' 1^) )
degenerate at the E|' q -level as checked in Lemma 3.63 we may view S as a map
We readily conclude that this map 
Applications to a Proper, Smooth Map.
In this section, we apply Proposition (3.4) and Theorem (3.9) to the special case of a proper, smooth, pointed map of noetherian schemes, y:X->Y. The Zeeman comparison theorem [15] enables us to compare the cohomology of the geometric and homotopy theoretic fibres of/^-Under additional hypotheses on the fundamental groups 7Ti((Xy)et) and TTi(Y^), we obtain the long exact sequence of homotopy progroups asserted in Corollary (4.8).
If Y is a pointed, connected, noetherian scheme, the Grothendieck fundamental group 7Ta(Y) ofY is the profinite completion of^YJ ( We begin by observing (in Corollary (4.2)) that if /: X->Y is a pointed map of locally noetherian schemes with Y noetherian, we need only consider those g : U.-^V, in HoJ^ with V^ noetherian for each TZ>O. We shall frequently use this property ofV. to conclude that lim HP(V., A,) =HP(V., lim A,).
Proposition (4.1). -Let Y be a noetherian scheme and let V^V, be a special map in A°(Et/Y) with V^ noetherian, n>o. Then there exists a map V^->V^ in A°(Et/Y) such that the composition V^->V^-^V, is special and V^->V^ is of finite type, n>o.
Proof. in Jf such that the compositions are categorically homotopic. Therefore, HoJ^->Ho"L is cofinal. Moreover, the cofinal maps Ho'J^->Ho"J^ and Hoj^->Ho"L induce isomorphisms {g}^^->{g}^ and {^}Ho-j/-4^Hoj/ in pro-^-o, pairs •
In the following proposition, we assume that TCi(YJ==o. This simplifies the proof, while providing a good example of how Theorem (3.9) can be applied. The following lemma will enable us to relax the hypothesis on y:X-^Y that Furthermore, {coskoUjHojx-^I^^o^.xX)^ is clearly an isomorphism; thuŝ (XeO^-^Zet). Therefore, g^ : X^-^Z^ is a ft-isomorphism. We conclude that the compositions ^(XeJ-^TC^Z^-^Tr^YJ are isomorphisms, for n > 2.
Then (Xy)^-^I)(y^) induces isomorphisms for all q^o:

H^(I)(^),A)^H^(X,L,A).
In the following theorem, we eliminate the hypothesis that T^(YJ be o by examining the maps W^{f^, A)-^^/;,, A) for each /': X'->Y', the pull-back of/ by some pointed galois cover h' : Y'-^Y. Thus, we are led to consider direct limits of spectral sequences on the cofiltering category HoJ^ (Corollary (1.5)). 
Theorem
Then (X^->I)(^) induces isomorphisms H*(I)(^), A)^IT((X^;A).
Although the assertion of the following lemma is made for a pointed map f : X->Y of schemes, the conclusion is a statement concerning only the associated pro-object, jf^, in pro-J^o.pairg. Such pro-pairs arising from a pointed map of schemes are simpler to consider, since the pointed etale cover Yg->Y provides a canonical representative of the covering space (Y^Jg ofY^ associated to a subgroup H of^Y).
For any set L of primes, we denote by G^ the class of finite groups G satisfying the condition that the prime factors of the order of G lie in L. 
Lemma (4.7). -Let f : X->Y be a pointed map of connected^ locally noetherian schemes such that Y is noetherian and ^(X) -^(Y) is surjective. Let L be a given set of primes such that TC^YJ is in pro'C^. Let /et-^At be the canonical map ofpro-^^, where Q denotes completion with respect to G^ ([4], § 5).
Then the induced map ^{f^->\){f^ in pro-^ induces isomorphisms for all abelian
ET/Y iBT/Y
Since A is in G^, 0 is an isomorphism on abutments.
As in the proof of Theorem (4.5), a map , §^"-^^' in ET/Y induces isomorphismŝ (^(/e^A^H*^/^), A). In order to conclude the lemma by applying the Zeeman comparison theorem, it suffices to verify that IT^f^), A^H^I)^^), A) whenever g"'->g' is a map in ET/Y.
Consider the following commutative diagram in pro-jfo: Combining Theorem (4.6) and Lemma (4.7), we obtain the following homotopy sequence for a proper, smooth map. Therefore, ^(^J-^iW/Jt)) is surjective, implying that 7Ti(I)(^)) is pro-abelian.
Since ^((Xy)^) ==o and TCi(I)(/^)) is pro-abelian, it suffices to check that the composition (X^et-^K^t)^^^) induces isomorphisms H*(I)(^), A)^IT((X^, A), any abelian group A in Gj, ( [4] , Theorem (4.3)). This follows directly from Theorem (4.6) and Lemma (4.7).
Applications to a Vector Bundle minus its o-section.
Given a locally free sheaf M on a scheme Y, the (algebraic) vector bundle V(M) associated to M is the spectrum of the symmetric (Py-zlgebrsi on M. In this section, Recall that for j : X-^V associated to a smooth S-pair as in the present situation, j\A equals the constant sheaf A on V; R^A==o for y+o, 2<;-i; and ^(R 2 '" 1 ;^) is locally isomorphic to A on Z ( [3] , XVI, Theorem (3.7)). Since Z is simply connected, ^(R^-^A) equals the constant sheaf A. Hence R 2C-1 ;,A=^A (^.Theorem (2.2)). Thus EI^ reduces to two non-vanishing rows: H*(V, R°/,A) =H*(V, A) and H*(V, R 20 -1 ;^) ^ H*-2^1^, z,A) ^ H^^Z, A). This spectral sequence therefore reduces to the asserted long exact sequence. Proof. -To verify the existence of a ("isomorphism S In this section, we provide a completion ofD. Quillen's sketch of Adams' conjecture for complex vector bundles [13] . The arguments and results of Quillen's discussion are freely employed, together with Theorem (5.3) of the previous section. An additional ingredient is D. Sullivan's observation that pro-finite pro-objects of the homotopy category admit inverse limits.
Let ^ denote the homotopy category of topological spaces having the homotopy type of G-W complexes and let [.,.] denote maps in Jf 7 . We recall that any pair in î s represented by a Hurewicz fibration (namely, the mapping path fibration of any representative), unique up to fibre homotopy equivalence ( [6] , Theorem (6.1)). Thus, the fibrewise join E*E'->Y of pairs E->Y and E'-^Y in ^ is well-defined up to fibre homotopy equivalence [9] . Moreover, the fibre I)(E -> Y) of a pair E -^Y in Jf is thereby defined up to homotopy equivalence; furthermore, t)(E->Y) is an object ofJf [n] . We use [[.[[ to denote the geometric realization functor from (pointed) simplicial sets to JT. If S. ~> T is a Kan fibration ofsimplicial sets, then [| I)(S.
We begin by recalling the representability of pro-finite inverse limits of connected objects of ^ ( [14] , Propositions (3.1) and (3.3) ). For the sake of completeness, we include Sullivan's proof. IfY' is a i-connected, finite type C-W complex {i.e., H^(Y') is finitely generated for each n), then for any L, HmY'^ Y is L-good, where (" s ) is the completion with respect to this L ( [14] , <( complement" Theorem (3.9)).
The following proposition introduces the monoid of stable, L-completed sphere fibrations over an L-good complex. To prove that {SF^(Y), ej is filtering and that {SF^Y), +} is a welldefined commutative monoid, it suffices to check the associativity of +. There are natural maps E*, E^ E" -> lim(Hm E^E'^ E")" and E*E'*E"-.Hm(E*lim E'7E 77 )" covering Y. By examining the induced maps of fibres, we conclude that {p+p') +j&" and p+^p'+p") are fibre homotopy equivalent to \m{p^p'^p"y.
Let f:'X->Y represent a homotopy class of maps of L-good complexes, let p : E->Y be in SF^(Y), and let p' : E'-^Y be in SF^(Y). Using the natural maps (ExX)*(E'xX)-^Hm((ExX)*(E'xX))' and (E*E') xX-^lim E^xX, we
readily conclude that (./^) + (/Y) is fibre homotopy equivalent to f'(?+?'). Hence, / induces a homomorphism SF^Y) -^ SF^X).
We recall the G-W complex BQ, the classifying space for sphere fibrations. For a finite dimensional C-W complex Z, the group [Z, Eg] is the group of stable fibre homotopy equivalence classes of sphere fibrations over Z. The following proposition relates [Z, B^] to SF^lim .Z). The following proposition, proposed by Quillen ( [13] , § 10), will suffice to prove Adams' conjecture. We recall that an algebraic variety V over the complex numbers can be triangulated; thus if V is projective, it is a finite G-W complex. Proof. -To prove that /^ extends to a homomorphism on K^YJ, it suffices to prove that /^ is additive with invertible image. For ^5 these properties and the commutativity of the left-most square follows from the observation that y^^c) == ^J^Bc) in SF L (HmYJ,bythe (c generalized Riemann existence theorem" ( [4] , Theorem (12.9)).
For /^ we observe that rM^)=W^ m SF^Hmll Y^\\) by employing the proper, smooth base change theorem and lemma (5.1). Similarly, the proper base change theorem implies that the right-hand square commutes, provided /^ extends to a homomorphism on K^Y,,). There remains to prove the following:
1) for any locally free, rank ^2 sheaf E^ over Y^,^(E^) is invertible, and 2) for any short exact sequence (*) o->E,->E^E^o of locally free, rank >_2 sheaves over Y^, /^ equals ^B^^^)-Let (*) be a short exact sequence as above such that E^; is generated by its global sections. Let n be the rank of E^, m be the rank of E^', and let N be an integer such that E is generated by N global sections. Let In conclusion, we complete Quillen's sketch of Adams 5 conjecture. Proof. -It suffices to prove the theorem for the canonical w-dimensional quotient bundle Q over the Grassmannian G of complex N planes in m + N space (for arbitrary m, N>i) and for k===p, a prime. Let L be the set of all primes except p and let R denote the strict localization of Z at p.
Let Gz denote the Grassmannian scheme over SpecZ representing the functor <( isomorphism classes of m-dimensional vector bundles with m+N generating sections. " The pull-back ofG^ to Spec R, denoted G^, satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition (6.7). Let QR denote the canonical locally free, rank 771 sheaf over G^; Q is the topological vector bundle over G = G^ associated to Q^ ® QQ over Gp.
To verify the theorem, it suffices by Proposition (6.6) to prove that J^QJ-Q^o in SF^HmG). By Proposition (6.7) it suffices to prove that A^^^-Q^-o, or equivalently that A^Q^-^Q^ in SF^UmUG^JI).
